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CAMERA
http://vetusware.com/download/CAMERA/?id=11886
Camera ,a Utility to photograph a page so  it can be recalled as an image .this utility was
constructed to be used with dos 3.20 but works fine in dos 5 .this is a fantastic bit of software to
use .go to the doc file first to learn how to use this software.  I have it installed in a camera
directory but can be used from a floppy disc .once again great.

CodeBase 6.4
http://vetusware.com/download/CodeBase%206.4/?id=11888
CodeBase is a fast database engine for C and C++ programmers.  CodeBase comes with it's own
report engine, which allows  distribution, in which the user can create their own reports. 
CodeBase is portable across all major platforms. Bit optimization -  Query Technology allows you
to query a 500,000 record data file in  less than a second. The Codebase library comes with
pre-compiled DLL  and full source code. CodeBase is a C library for database  management. Its
compat- ibility allows you to directly create,  access, or change dBASE IV, dBASE III, FoxPro or
Clipper data, index,  or memo files. CodeBase has full multi-user capabilities. When  programs are
run on a network, the network is automatically detected  and used. CodeBase allows both explicit
and automatic record locking  and file locking. It is also possible to bypass the locking mechanism 
and read data locked by another user.  All of the CodeBase functions  work together to allow C
program ers to program at a very high level.  Programs will execute very quickly, they will be
readable and there  will be no unnecessary lines of code.  NOTE: DOS, plus Windows DLLs. 
Included Projectfiles for most compilers. C++, C, Pascal and Basic.

Diagnostics for IBM Personal Computer 1.02
http://vetusware.com/download/Diagnostics%20for%20IBM%20Personal%20Computer%201.02/?
id=11889
The IBM Personal Computer DIAGNOSTICS 1.02 disk (Part number 6081552) is the diagnostic
disk supplied with IBM PC Model 5150 Guide to Operations, First Edition Revised April 1982.  
This software is intended for use only on genuine IBM PCs, not  clones.  This archive contains
one 160k (8-sector) image in both raw  and ImageDisk formats.   Note: This disk is formatted for
DOS 1.x, and will not open with  WinImage.
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